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Abstract 

 
Social media platforms have democratized the process of web content creation allowing mere consumers to become 

creators and distributors of content. But this has also contributed to an explosive growth of information and has 

intensified the online competition for user’s attention, since only a small number of items become popular while the 

rest remain unknown. Understanding what makes one item more popular than another, observing its popularity 

dynamics, and being able to predict its popularity has thus attracted a lot of interest in the past few years.  In this 

work, we are predicting popular places which are worth visiting, and unpopular places with their comments using 

machine learning algorithms, we have also integrated google maps to find nearby places, coffee shops, ATMs, 

malls etc. Predicting the popularity of web content is useful in many areas such as network dimensioning, online 

marketing or real-world outcome prediction. 
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

 
The importance of tourism in the world helps the tourists to get used to the culture, customs, and conventions, 

language, and mode of living of the people at the destination. The advantages of tourism include job creation, 

foreign currency earnings, infrastructure development, poverty eradication, inequality reduction, and balanced 

regional development. In addition, tourism is important for creating world peace. Machine Learning is leading to 

technological innovation in all fields, with a great impact on the tourism sector. There is no difficulty in change 

diametrically the forms of commercialization and the way the travel industry works. In the last, tourism 

forecasting has attracted the study of various researchers mainly due to the importance of tourism in national 

economies. Using the time-series and regression methods have mostly dominated forecasting models of the 

current research approaches. Although these traditional techniques have proved some success in tourists 

forecasting new methods such as machine learning methods can very contribute to this area.  

Actually, Machine learning methods have been successfully applied to many forecasting application including 

tourism forecasting . In this section related literature in the tourism area and machine learning. In this section 

theory of Machine learning especially for prediction. In this section applications machine learning in tourism. In 

section V Comparison of Machine Learning Algorithms in Tourist Prediction and conclusion. 
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2. ARCHITECTURE 
        A model simulation for trip planning recommendation system in Tourism with valuable information in 

textual and vocal format. Our Solution is to solve pain points of tourists coming to India like - voice forums to 

crowd source destination reviews, GPS based voice navigators to guide tourists at historical places and 

recommendations on seasons to visit and many other features. 

 
 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 
Travel itinerary recommendation is an important but challenging problem, due to the need to recommend 

captivating Places-of-Interest (POI) and construct these POIs as a connected itinerary and to personalize these 

recommended itineraries based on tourist interests and their preferences for starting/ending POIs and 

time/distance budgets. 

 

Their work aims to address these challenges by proposing algorithms to recommend personalized travel itineraries 

for both individuals and groups of tourists, based on their interest preferences. 

 
 

 

 

 

  
 
 

Figure 1. Proposed System 
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To determine these interests, They first construct tourists’ past POI visits based on their geo-tagged photos and 

then build a model of user interests based on their time spent visiting each POI. Experimental evaluation on a 

Flickr dataset of multiple cities show that our proposed algorithms out- perform various baselines in terms of 

recall, precision, F1-score and other heuristics-based metrics 

 

 

4. METHODOLOGY 

 

           1: Requirement 

Define problem statement. 

Identify the scope. 

Identify the user requirement and system requirement 

Identify feasibility problem 

          2: Information Gathering 

Gather information regarding to the user requirement 

Gather information regarding to the system requirement 

          3: Design 

Identification of the key objects, functional relation and other dependencies 

Functional dependency graph and UML diagrams. 

4: Implementation 

Implementation of algorithms 

Implementation of NLP techniques 

Implementation of searching techniques 

5: Testing 

Unit Testing 

Integration Testing 

 

 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
      The system is intended to be used for the tourism domain to handle the user responses via a textual/speech 

user interface. 

 System which improve accuracy of prediction and recommendation.  

Address problem of Data Sparsity and cold start problem 
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